Unifier Archive (Vendor Neutral Archive)

systems

The Unifier Archive is the ultimate archiving solution for any medical facility, regardless of size.
Incorporated as part of the DCMSYS ecosystem, can be used in conjunction with other DCMSYS modules
to match your workflow objectives and to ensure a remarkably efficient Enterprise Imaging environment.
DCMSYS ArcStore VNA lets you create a private or hybrid cloud and take ownership of your data.
Dicom Systems Vendor Neutral Archive offers a scalable architecture and flexible storage options. It can
help you consolidate disparate or fragmented imaging systems into one repository, while providing
enterprise-wide access to all medical images and other medical records. Unifier Archive ensures ease of
use for medical professionals and IT technicians and, most importantly, the best outcomes for patients.

Primary Functionality
Full virtualization support and integration with major
cloud solution providers
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The Unifier Archive is
a vendor neutral, cost effective
archiving solution.

Standard archive functionality – DICOM support for standard
archive functions is built-in: Store SCP, Query/Retrieve SCP,
Storage Commitment SCP, and Verification SCP/SCU
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JPEG2000 compression and JPEG-LS compression
Teleradiology DICOM and HL7 Interface Engine functionality
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Transfer syntax handling – Configurable transfer syntax support
allows datasets to be converted to and stored in any specified transfer syntax

CT

DICOM and HL7 pre/post filtering, morphing and routing – Powerful rule-based DICOM tag morphing
and routing. Virtual Archive Data storages capability gives you a flexible, low-cost alternative
Virtual Archive Data storages capability gives you a flexible, low-cost alternative
Self recoverable database architecture with DICOM engine for image archiving and management
SNMPv3 management module with more statistics and monitoring
100% web-based solution
TLS connection support
Easy HIPAA compliant logging and monitoring of all DICOM transactions in a user-friendly format

A Natural Complement For Other Systems

The Unifier Archive VNA elegantly complements the
DCMSYS ecosystem and ensures seamless
integration with other systems.

Interoperability

The Dicom Systems Enterprise Imaging Unifier
guarantees connectivity to all DICOM-conformant
providers via RestfulAPI. It is capable of resolving
any potential integration challenge by bridging
PACS and any other information system or EMR.

Enterprise Imaging, Unified

Storage Support

The Unifier Archive is able to support any storage
area network (SAN) or network-attached storage
(NAS). DCMSYS can be integrated with a newly
purchased SAN/NAS, or can utilize existing
systems.

Reduced Cost

This latest addition to Dicom Systems' toolkit
extends PACS longevity at a significantly lower
cost, enables vastly improved data storage and
unlocks interoperability with any other Health
IT vendor. new companies.
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